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there is Dr. William Mason, well known to the readers
of The Etude

through the bosom of the tree, as if it would tear out

by “Touch and Technic,” and Mr.

its very heart-secret; or, perhaps, maddened by the

Parsons, equally reverenced by the admirers of the

angry spirit of the thunder-bolt, it wrenches loose the

synthetic method ; and Dudley Buck, who taught, as

weaker twigs, and lashes the honest old fruit-bearer till

a composer should, from the standpoint of inspiration ;
and there is Richard Hoffman, who awakes in his stu¬

air in all its moods and its modulation is music.

he groans.

UNPROFESSIONAL ADVERTISING.

That tree is the soul of the musician ; the

BY COBA D. BOHLAND.

So

dents a love of musical culture and musicianship quite

does music search into every hidden nook and each

aside from pianism, and who has greatly aided in

innermost recess of the living soul and stir it.

But ob¬

its readers to the manners and methods of advertising

forming the most cultivated amateur musical life in

serve, those leaves are the lungs of the tree ; they catch

pursued by too many of onr teachers and soloists—the

the metropolis.

from the air the life-giving oxygen ; they digest into

truly great as well as the truly little. Some people are to

All these men are known from the

Atlantic to the Pacific ; each has taught pupils who

nourishing substance the sap of the plant.

revere his musicianship, and gladly trace their life’s
success to him. Not one resembles the other in

our souls in the atmosphere of tones.

tone, touch, temperament, theory, or even stock of
information.

I would like to cal] the attention of The Etude and

So it is with

absorbed in a crusade against “ foreign domination in

They are the life-

musical matters in America ” that they forget there are

givers. They are freighted with God. In music and
m Him we live and move and have our being.

many home-grown evils flourishing in onr midst.

On

commercialized soil is very congenial to their gicwlb.

The world of music is wide ; each has

Among these evils, I consider this one of advertise¬

worked on his own line. To the thousands of musi¬
cians who read these lines The Etude says, have

ment one of the most menacing to onr art development.

courage to be yourselves—to work out your own musi¬

Males.-Agnesi 42, Babbini 62, Bartleman 52, Begn

And, no matter what that

de, 56, Bellamy 75, Bennett 66, Bernacchi 66 Betti

way may be, so it be honestly, faithfully, and intelli¬

42, Bonoldi 63, Brahms, 82, Brignoli 62, Cafarelli S

gently sought, The Etude will help you forward in it
with a firm hand.

Carestini 58, Crescentini 80, Dunne 49, Farinelli 5

cal life in your own way.

Formes 74, Gardoni 61, Giuglini 39, Guadagni 72 Har
son 55, Hobbs 78, Incledon 63, Kelly 64, Knyvett 7

Ambition is a good thing for the music student if he
does not misuse it.
thing for him.

If misused, it may be a very bad

This misuse is allowing it to continually

dominate his thoughts to the exclusion of realization of
the necessity for hard and continuous application.
For this reason one might almost advise, as has been
said centuries ago, “ I charge yon, fling away ambition”_
that is to say, temporarily forget it, or let it not have
too high a flight.

To keep dreaming of the days when

one shall be a full-fledged artist is a sad mistake.

But

with the temporary ambition, the smaller ideal, to play
this passage or that correctly, to master this or that
difficulty, such ambitions, though small, are helpful.
It is not of these legitimate ambitions that we write.
It is of the dreamy, far-away vision that tends to dis¬
courage the student; the ambition that deals not with
more or less immediate possibilities, but with visionary
improbabilities. Put industry in the place of such am-
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Gnsi 57, Haase 83, Hayes 36, Knyvett 86, Lange 7
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Pisaroni 79, Robinson

52,

Rudersdorff f,

Sainton-Dolby 64. Schoenberger 98, Schroeder-Devrie
06, Sontag 48, Stephens 91, Storace 51, Titjens 46 To

I would like to know how mnsicians generally rate their
art.

Is music teaching a trade or a profession ?

If the

latter, what code of ethics should rule it as to adver¬
tising ?

I am in receipt daily of circulars from teachers and
soloists

containing advertising matter about them¬

selves that would debar them from practice did it come
from members of other learned professions.

In onr mnsic journals appear often cards of eminent
teachers and artists containing data about thimselvfs

and their methods that wonld brand them as quads

were they M.D.’s instead of musicians.
It seems to me it is high time that the State and

national organizations among mnsicians take this matter
in hand.

Art is being exploited on every side in an

unprofessional way. It is being vulgarized and commer¬
cialized in America.

We will never make ourselves a

musical nation by such means.

We will never advance

beyond a baroque or Zopf era.
I wish some of the eminent teachers and soloists

wonld express, in your columns, their ideas upon this

subject: How far can a musician advertise himself and

be consistent with the dignity of his art as a profession ?

I myself think at the utmost nothing more than his

card, stating his address and branch of work in mnsic,
should be permissible.

their pupils they would get vastly better results.

extended hand—are most convenient for the purpose.
The pair of notes taken in all the scales indifferently

HOW LESCHETIZKY TEACHES MEMORIZING.

can be taught in one lesson. The next interval to under¬
take is mi, the third of the scale.

The hand sign for

this is the hand held out horizontally, back up.
BY C. N. SMITH.

It will

require, perhaps, two lessons to clear up the tonal rela¬
tionship of do, mi, and sol, so as to sound them, and

The various points of the Leschetizky system'of
piano playing have often been dwelt upon. Many of
them—the loose wrist, for instance, the raised knuckles,
the oblique position of the hands in playing scales to
allow the shorter fingers all the power possible—have
long been taught in this country. His admirable system
of memorizing, however, has not been widely known.
It must be remembered that Leschetizky’s pupils are in
no sense ordinary piano students : they are all there to fit
themselves for a career.

The most important qualifica¬

tion for a successful artist is a good and well-stored
memory.

Technic is a mere matter of patience and

perseverance, but a man’s memory is his very self.
Leschetizky and his under-teachers strive to make that
a thoroughly musical self. To this end not only is
every piece of music learned by heart, it is mastered,
made a part of the student’s consciousness. The work
begins with the first reading.

The harmonies are

analyzed, every true chord noted, and passing notes
placed. In cases where the composition is polyphonic
the voices are followed out. Then the music is learned
measure by measnre, by number.

Then each phrase is

recognize them when sounded.

This is much assisted

by showing the little pupil the peculiar emotional
quality of each of these elements of the scale.
is

Do

the tone in equilibrium, the strong tone; mi is

the calm, neutral, colorless tone; sol is the energetic
moving tone ; sol is masculine, do is feminine ; sol is
verbal, do objective; mi is ineffective.

In her first

attempts the little pupil will always rise past mi to sol
or descend past it to do, and the explanation of the
meekness of mi is a help to her in remembering it
She ultimately succeeds in doing so as a matter of per¬
ception of her physical sensations helped by mental
association with the tone characteristics and with the
hand signs. When these three intervals are learned
extend the range to high do (hold the fist high to identify
it) high mi (the horizontal band raised), and low sol
(the open hand lowered).

Make the child identify the

notes when you sing them and when you strike them on
the piano.

Finally, let her drum them out on the

piano with one finger-c, e, g, or g, b, d, or f, a, c. This
will occupy fully a month, but the reward is immeasnr-

put together, the last bar played, then the last two, then
the last three, until each phrase has been built up.
The pupil is expected to be able to play any measure by
number.

It is only when a composition has been so

learned that he is considered capable of translating the
sentiment and thought the author has intended

to

express. The advantages of this method of memorizing
are twofold : not only does the student master his
music, he also gives his mental faculties a training
which can not but quicken his powers of apprehension.
The music student is peculiarly hampered, as far as
mental training goes, by the long hours of tiresome prac¬
ticing of necessary

technic, during which imagination

dated themselves to the new conditions.

1 The introduction of an electric organ may well pr

voke discussion. Snch a machine will do away with t

organist, and may be a money saving investment, bn

on the other hand, there is the total depravity of inan
mate things.

There must always be a feeling of unce

tainty as to what will come out from this organ, aft
the announcement of the hymn.

It is possible, for i

stance, that the cylinders were mixed in the factory, an
secular tunes thus alternate

with profane

dittie

Imagine the feelings of a congregation hearing 1 Pap

Won’t Buy Me a Bow wow,’ when the hymn is ‘Ble
be the Tie.’

Or let it be taken for granted that th

machine is sober-minded and in sympathy with th

denomination of the church, yet a cog may slip and th
tune play sevens when long-meter is required.

The

mnst always be momentary hesitation, and the relief

certainty ill atones for the anxiety of the moment.
“ If such instruments come into common use the occu
pation of the organist will follow that of Othello.

Th

years of preparation, the brilliant fancy, the sweet spir
of the individual will all be as naught.

Organ concer

are now out of date, pupils will turn their attention t

other instruments, and what, pray, will he the futur
of the organist?

There will be another trinmpb o

machinery, and the idea of diversified labor will not b

a Gileadian balm to him that is without occupation

There is no time to lose. Organists should band them
selves together, offer resolutions, petition the authorities

for, if these machines once win popular favor, organ
Compositions usually partake of some special charac¬

ter, melodic, polyphonic, harmonic, rhythmic, etc., or a
combination of several elements may be present.

A

different style of technic is demanded for each of these
different styles of composition, and the teacher’s duty is
to see that his pnpils learn to recognize the differences
and how to meet the varying demands.
it i8 D0‘ Wdl f°r pupils t0 be avowed to
devote the major portion of their time to one style of
playing m which they may incline to excel, but need
mly rault.

*

"

* betterronnded nmsicianship

playing will be a lost art.
“ Think of the evils that will follow.

The electri

piano will drive Paderewski from the stage ; the orches

trion will take the place of the orchestra, and Panr wi
hasten hack to Leipzig.

There will be a new world o

music in which the circus calliope will have an honorabl
position, and the phonograph will sing heroic or tende

operatic rSIes.”
Judging from the advertisements of manufacturer

and dealers, there must he a steady demand for auto

matic instruments of the better type, such aBself-playID2
pianos, the JEolian, and orchestrions.

will doubtless appear to be a difficult one to solve.

and concertos of Mozart.
1 am decidedly of the opinion that there is a place for
the piano music of the marvelous Mozart, not so large,
by any means, as that of J. S. Bach, but not one whit
less unique or essential to the roundness and finish of
art.
I think that the dictum of Anton Rubinstein upon
Mozart,—viz , that he, Rubinstein, did not think Mozart
a composer of the first rank, was unfortunate, for the
views of a man great in one or two directions often carry
an undue weight in other regions.

It is a conspicuous

fact that composers have often been but indifferent crit¬
ics. Then, again, to employ an excellent Americanism,
this confession of Rubinstein was a give away upon him
self.

The great pianist would have been far greater as

a composer had he but possessed a tithe of the crys¬
tal-clear sense of musical structure and pure nnmixed

To

advertise in such a manner as to keep within the bounds
of good taste, to attract the public and tell the truth all
at once will puzzle the brains of many an inexperienced
person.
It is very much easier to advise in a negative man¬
ner and say what should not be done, than it is to offer
a plan, because originality is one of the prime factors in
successful advertising.
The day has gone by when to advertise a hundred and
fifty hours of musical instruction for $15 will draw pu¬
pils. This is an age of “methods.” Each teacher seeks
to surpass his rival in advertising some special method,
which, at first sight, discredits all that has ever been
done before

While there is no doubt much to be said

in favor of method and no teacher is likely to suc¬
ceed who is unmethodical, yet the advertisements used
by many are of such a flimsy nature that they would

1 Grand Finale ’ in Richardson's method.”

Thus the

“ Grand Finale ” in Richardson’s method is considered
to be one-third of the way to the most difficult composi¬
tions

an estimate which will hardly coincide with the

opinion of the

best-informed and most experienced

teachers, and which at once punctures the inflated idea
offered to the unwary pupil.
Perhaps the crowning feature of the article is the last
sentence, which says: “ The method of the master opens
a window into the heart and life that might have per¬
haps otherwise forever remained closed.”
It is pitiable indeed to see divine aid in teaching im¬
plied as a method of catching unwary or ignorant pupils.
Such a claim can only be considered the climax of dis¬
honesty.

Without it the advertisement would stand as

a monument of ignorance. With it, the whole affair as¬
sumes the color of impious fraud.

beauty which was in Mozart. As the Scotch critic
Jeffrey said, that he wonld test the real poetic nature
of any reader by his ability to relish the poetry of

hardly carry conviction even to the mind of a French
general.

this, there remains but little hope for the ordinary,

Keats, so I will say that I think the genuine native

We are also sometimes staggered if we watch the meth¬
ods used for advertising the great stars who each season

pupils who are secured by this and similar methods

musical nature of any one may be tested by the amount
of susceptibility which he may possess toward the naive,
enchanting compositions of Mozart.
Yes, of conrse, these little innocent ambling figures of

tour the country, at the rapidity with which their great
reputation is overshadowed.

It is not long since Sde-

rewski was supposed to reign supreme at the pianoforte
keyboard but a year or two later came Rosenthal who

If music pupils can be gained by such advertising as
honest, hard-working teacher.

But, fortunately, tbe

either amount to nothing and give up their studies, or
they discover their error and seek out some instructor who
does not pretend to teach by any supernatural system.
It is well for the young music teacher to keep well

single eighth notes upon the tonic triad and the domi¬
nant seventh in dilations of the hand which do not ex¬

could exert several hundred pounds more pressure per

within the bounds of honesty in making his claim for

tend beyond the fifth or the sixth, are not much along¬

hour than Paderewski. Then came Sauer, “the great
est pianrnt of Europe.” We are placed in the posUion

patronage.

side of the webbed harmonies of Chopin, which include

Some allowance must always be made for

the community in which he lives, and where the aver¬
age of education and musical knowledge is low, judicious

two octaves as a usual thing in their survey, hut they
are also musical ; they are also necessary.

of the very susceptible young man in the play who was
in love with three different ladies, but excused him!

extravagance may be legitimately used, but not in such

Then, just think of the wondrous melodies ofMozart,—

selfon the ground that heonly thought of them one at a

a manner as to leave behind all claim to reason and
truth.

who could extract from the common primary chords
what he did?

To test real love of music it is necessary

But the methods of advertising the great star
only an indirect bearing on the subject
Th»

6

Music is the most modern of all arts ; it commenced

Back, back again to the sweet de¬

illustrate that cheery optimism which makes usVe'lTeve
perhaps w,thoat adequate reason, that the present is
better than the past, and, as this feeling is entirel!!?

as the simple exponent of joy and sorrow (major and
minor). The ill-educated man can scarcely believe that
it possesses the power of expressing particular passions,

lights of innocent childhood ; back to the pure, tender

site to the general trend of human nature for w/ P1>n

and therefore it is difficult for him to comprehend the

arch compositions of Mozart, the most spontaneous of

too apt to look on the black sideof thin., these meth d
should be helpful to us in our daily life ’theSe method8

bert.

to ascertain whether tune, harmony, and rhythm can
charm one without passion or symbolic added meanings.
It is curious that the greatest pianists in their matur¬
ity turn to Mozart.

all the mighty brotherhood of composers.

This was what

Each generation has its idols.

The big boys at school

more individual masters, such as Beethoven and ScbnWe have learned to express the finer shades ot

feeling by penetrating more deeply into the mysteries
of harmony.—Robert Schumann.

loose and keep up to time. Yon will get many of the
notes, perhaps all. Apply this to all the first seven
chords. After a certain amonnt of this practice, take up
the scales in like manner. Then take up some good
finger piece running at a moderate high speed, such as
the Chopin waltz in D flat, opus 64, or the Chopin waltz
in C sharp minor, opus 64; then the waltz in A flat,
opus 34. Commit to memory and work up until yon
can go through the running work several times without
stumbling. Another piece which will be useful practice
will be the Wollenhaupt “ Whispering Winds,” an ex¬
cellent study in scales, also in touch. In this way yon
will little by little gain reliability and increase yonr
technic.
Oue of the main tronhles in these cases is the slow
action of the mind. Your memorizing applies assist¬
ance at precisely the point where you break down, for
you probably break down mentally before you do with
your fingers. Without attempting any compositions of
great difficulty there is a world of interesting music
which will prove quite within yonr powers. The slow
movements in the sonatas of Beethoven you have prob¬
ably studied before ; also the songs of Mendelssohn, snch
as the first, buntingsong, duetto, and even the fast move¬
ment in B flat minor, No. 8, in the second I took. You
will find that you can learn a majority of the pieces in
my edition of selections from Schumann. Such Bach
selections as the Bouree in G-major (wrongly called
“ Lonre ” in my second book of phrasing) and the
main part of the lovely gavotte in E-ma jor, at the end of
the same book—all those you'can do. After a few
months’ study it will pay yon to undertake the Raff
“La Fileuse,” which is one of the best finger pieces
imaginable.
Dr. Mason’s edition is best (Shirmer).
In short, while improvement is slow at this age, it is not
impossible; and it is a great deal more enjoyable to
work and see that one gains a little, than to retire from
the contest in disgust and discouragement.
“Should pupils be required to lift fingers as high as
possible in playiug scales in slow tempo? In scales and
arpeggios should the thumb be passed under the hand as
soon as released, ready for next position? Are the

The finger staccato would he out of place there. Hand
staccato is used for chords and occasionally for distinct¬
ness in what looks like finger passages. The weight of
the hand gives the passages greater distinctness ; on the
other hand, the motion of the point of the finger gives
the notes greater positiveness.
“What do you consider the essential differences in
these three schools of technic : Leschetizky Raif and
Mason? Which is most used in the United States?
And which do you think will continue to be used 9
How may speed be developed on the reed ortran 9 t«
‘Velocity for Reed Organ,’ by A. W. Perry, good’
Are there any reed organs made containing all the
pitches in different sets of reeds, from two feet down to
sixteen feet in six octaves compass?”_E. M R.
I am not competent to answer these latter questions
I do not know that Leschetizky has a system of
technic. He has some exercises for rendering the
knuckles looser and the fingers more separate. These
are given by his assistant teachers, but I do not know
that they have ever been published. They are very
severe, and the “master ” regards them as unsuccessful
unless they are worked so hard that the pupil has to
bandage the hand and arm with hot water to reduce the
swelling and relieve the pain. I consider this unnecessary brutality.
Leschetizky is, or has been, a great teacher of pianoplaying, but by means of the usual material. He has
accomplished his results by teaching all the current re
pertory of the piano more thoroughly and with greater
refinement than most other teachers. He has been a
great man to work a concert repertory down to finish
In doing this he, of course, often extends the technic
''ar‘°n! d'rec‘lons 5 and wh«n « « a condition of hand
that stands in the way he doses the hand with very cruel
exercises, which in some cases succeed. Much the same
" *° b® “id °f Rdfhelot f

That

teacher had TZ

3 m" ^ thC thamb’ aQd 80me of Ws forms

he got from Mason, through a Mason pupil. Raif dealt
mostly with advanced players. So far as I kno' he
never had a system of technic, but only a few exer
cises for doing
fi,o „*i,
xer
g this
nis, that
ttiat, nr
or the
other part of technics
The same may be said of Europe entirely. There

of them in the United States, and therefore I do not look
for any very overwhelming prevalence of the systems,
particularly as they are not systems but parts or frag¬
ments of a system. If music teaching were an intelli¬
gent occupation I should expect Mason’s system to
prevail later on. I still think it will, because at the
present time there are more teachers usiDg it in this
country than any other system, probably, despite the
foreign education of so many of our prominent teachers.
The Stuttgart system, which had a great and very poorly
deserved vogue a few years ago, seems to be dying out—
and quite time it is, too.
Piano technic is always advancing. No system takes
in the advanced points. Even now Mr. Leopold Godowsky is writing some pieces and studies which carry
the use of the band to a point of subtlety and refined
musical discrimination entirely unknown until jost
now. But it is merely an extension of what we had.
His left hand not only does all that a right hand is ever
asked to do in the existing repertory of the ins’rnrnent,
but adds to that difficulties of its own. In such a way
the great players will have to work hard to play these
things. Moreover, there is another progress. Mr. Mor¬
ris Steinert has perfected a new action for the piano
(called “The Steinertone”) which places expression and
all kinds of refinement much handier to the player than
by the Erard action. All systems are for elementary
uee. Mason’s has not only touch and finger training but
also mental.
Your questions abont the reed organ I can not answer.
Hauptmann.—The formal in art is really what saves
us from the danger of passion ; in poetry it is meter
• ■ . in music it is time.
Wagner.—Musical time is nothing more than a me¬
chanical means of assisting the understanding between
composer and performer ; but after having arrived at
snch an understanding, it may be discarded as an obso¬
lete, unnecessary, and even troublesome complementGounod.—Do n’t beat time like a clock ; yet avoid
foolish mannerism and exaggeration.—"Musical Opiti
ion."

“ This is an autbropometrical instrument constructed
on the lines laid down by Lombroso and Bertillou. Yon
know who they were? ”
“I know very little of the Italian school of music,”
answered Mayburn, meekly.
Again Professor Uptodate looked surprised, but he
made no comment.

these modern teachers,—than Professor Uptodate, for
instance.”
“ Thank heavens ! ” thought Mayburn.
“I believe in the old, the established, the tried and
proved,” continued Professor Oldfogy, gazing deep down
into the cavernous spaces of Time; “I go slowly but
surely, gradually bat thoroughly.”
" That’s what I need,” answered the student.
“Eh? Yes, of course. That is the secret of true,
lasting musical knowledge. Begin at the beginning.’
I his modern music is not the beginning. One does n’t
eat the dessert before the soup. Frescobaldi, Scarlatti
Purcell, Bull, Palestrina, Frohberger, are the soup •
Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, and Schubert are the
dessert.”

“These measurements will aid me in determining
yonr degree of temperament. At the next lesson I shall
ascertain your cranial proportions, which will reveal to
me the receptivity of your hands. Sort of an inverse
system, isn’t it? ” asked the Professor, chuckling.
“I should say it is,” answered Mayburn, without
any intention of sarcasm, however.
“Now, young man, let me ask you if you know of
what your muscles are composed ? ”
“What would you call Chopin, Schumann, Liszt,
“ I used to know, but it’s so long since I went to
and Wagner?” asked Mayburn, politely.
school I—I guess I ’ve forgotten.”
‘I never heard of them,” answered Professor OldThe look on Professor Uptodate’s face signified as
ogy, fixing his glance on the year 1504 ; “to what
plainly as words : “You, who do not know of what
school do they belong? ”
your muscles are composed, would be a pianist? ”
Mayburn could not say positively, but he believed
Mayburn felt the silent reproach, and shifting un¬
they belonged to the “romantic” school.
easily in his chair, he asked : “Ot what are they com¬
“Maybe,” returned the old man, “hut it seems
posed ? ”
strange that I should not know them. Now, my theory
Professor Uptodate ignored the question entirely, and
propounded another, to wit: “ Have you ever heard of “ that in order to play the pianoforte properly one
should first understand the virginal, the spinet the
protoplasmic nuclei and the perimysium? ”
clavichord and all those earlier instruments of percus¬
Mayburn had not, and he felt very much ashamed.
Professor Uptodate gazed at him very sharply, and sion that first suggested, and afterward led up to the
asked slowly and deliberately : “ Then I suppose you modern pianoforte ; and on the same principle I beiieve
do not even know the difference between striated and that before playing this lighter music of Beethoven and
his contemporaries it is absolutely necessary first to
non-striated muscles?”
Utterly crushed, Mayburn was compelled to admit have thoroughly mastered the music of the preceding
bis absolute ignorance, and for the first time he fully
realized what an enormous distance lay between him
and the musical Parnassus.
“ I can read at sight and transpose,” he stammered ;
“and I have absolute pitch, and lean play chromatic
thirds np and down with my left hand, and_”
“Tut, tut ! ” broke in Professor Uptodate, “ those are
minor accomplishments, of use only when scientifically
applied. I make bold to say that you can not tell me

ag“ Ce°rmmT
^ ?***
b*I“*»*
Cerminly,^ assented
Maybnrn,
moat n

-t”

Therefore you must forget everything you eve
learn.1 about music, and make your mind aVank.”
despemteWPSrethiDg f°r ^ ? ^ Mayburn,
i n to hTs n M a
^ With°Ut imm«iiately falling
"

the

That will not be necessary,” Professor oisr

«

fectly lovely. I use a great deal of the younger French
school. Do you know them at all? This beautifu
‘ Chant Sans Paroles,’ by Saint-Saens? ”
Professor Virtuoso played it, and Mayburn remarked
that it was, indeed, very beautiful.
“Ah! if you say that, you surely do not know the
‘Symphonic Variations’ by Franck,” cried the grea
artist; “let me play them for you.”
When he had finished (after half an hour), the young
man expressed his admiration, and remarked : “I onc
played some variations, but-”
“ Ah 1 ” interposed the other ; “ I know ; Beethoven’s
thirty-three variations on a theme by Diabelli. I ’ll pl*y
them for you.”
Another half-hour having heen consumed, Mayburn
began to hope that the Professor’s excessive energy
would begin to lessen, but with the last chord of the
Beethoven piece the perspiring performer shouted:
“The development of the variation-form is most inter¬
esting. For instance, Chopin, a great genius, was
lamentably lacking in this musical faculty. His 1 Don
Juan’ variations. You don’t know them? I’ll
them for you. And then there was Brahms’ two marvel¬
ous hooks on Paganini themes, and Schumann’s monu¬
mental 1 Etudes Symplioniques ’ ! I ’ll play then) all
for you. I’m glad you asked me. I could play all day
like this for talented pupils.”
At the end of two hours Professor Virtuoso, still fall
of ambition and variations, shouted : “Isn’t this octave
passage great? Reminds me of Liszt’s ‘ Hexameron.’
I’ll play it for you later. Like this Brahms ? ”
He repeated his question twice more, then stopped
playing and looked over his shoulder.
He was alone in the room !
“ Wretch ! idiot ! ” he screamed ; “to insult me like
that, and I gave him a three-liour lesson. I’m too gel^
erous ! I’m a fool ! I ’ll never do it again ! Never! ”
But Mayburn heard nothing of all this, for at that
moment he was standing in the office of Tubbe, Cooler
& Co., saying : “ It is very kind of you. I ’ll ke here
in the morning. Anything new while I was away •
Lbonabd Likbling.

in revealing themselves, but were well-nigh instan¬
taneous. Schumann made himself felt, and his voice
was respected in all musical affairs.
His criticisms,
“always striking and suggestive, and many of them
very clear and forcible,’’ revealed faults which were
shrouded in ignorance. They scofl'ed at dogmatic ideas
and ridiculed the many absurdities then prevailing.
Those whose intelligence enabled them to entertain wellfouuded opinions—and there were a few of them—saw
in the journal a means by which their various opinions
might be distributed among the people generally. The
ideas of the master minds of the music profes-ion were
circulated, aud it is not wonderful that its influence be¬
gan at a very early date to make itself felt in Leipzig,
and, in fact, the whole of Germany.
This late date only reveals the inevitable. Schu¬
mann’s publication, “Die NeneZeitschrift fiir Musik,”
was but a prototype of the many publications of which
the world of music now boasts. As the civilization of
the world, as a whole, owes to the printing-press, more
than anything else, its present grand condition, in the
same proportion does the profession owe its present en¬
lightened state to that mighty agent—the press. This
fact is readily conceded by musical people generally.
In view of these concessions, it is surprising that any¬
body should neglect that to which music owes its prog¬
ress and on which every successful individual must
depend for support—viz., musical literature. It is an
astonishing fact that there are teachers who seldom, if
ever, glance at a book or a periodical written on the sub¬
ject of their own life work. It is true that there are
those who have never taken the pains to read an item
of information dwelling on the subject of their profes¬
sional duties. We need not imagine them ; they are
everywhere about us.
You will And, if you investigate, that they—the non¬
reading teachers—are the complainers of the profession.
It is they who moan and sigh over their alleged illsuccesses. It is they who complain of the inapprecia¬
tion of the public, and the hardships which they are
consequently forced to endure. How pathetically they
relate to us their numerous tales of woe !

with which it might be for the teacher’s good to be
acquainted.
It is in the periodical that opinions may be freely ex¬
changed. One mind can not conceive all that is the best
and the most practicable. One may supply this and
another that, and ultimately a whole theory may be built
up. No man’s knowledge is entirely original; we are
all plagiarists to a certain extent. We acquire a knowl¬
edge that is substantial by intermingling with our own
the ideas of others. All are not gifted in the same pro¬
portion. The intellect of one individual may not be
comparable with that of another. Through the musical
journal a musician of superior attainments may lend to
the man of mediocrity the output of his intelligence.
It is the grandest medium of mute benefaction of which
we can conceive.
The non-reading teacher reveals his identity in more
ways than one. Listen to the conversation of the read¬
ing and the non-reading teacher and note the world of
difference. The former is invariably characterized by
intelligence and progressiveness; the latter is as stag¬
nant as the water of a mud pond.
Aside from being the means of keeping the reader in¬
formed and up-to-date, the musical periodical is no less
important as an agent for arousing and sustaining inter¬
est in pupils and the community as a whole. By its
aid the teacher is enabled to awake the lethargic indiffer¬
ence of the community in the midst of which he maybe
laboring, and thus increase his patronage in an effective
manner.
There is always something in the world of music to
interest the general public. “ Music is the art of to¬
day. It is the most popular and the most wide-spread
of all the arts. Great men and women have studied it
and are delighted in practicing it. Poets and lecturers
talk about its influence ; the condition of musical cult¬
ure is improving, and every intelligent person ought to
keep apace with it. People of refinement are expected
to converse intelligently about music, and in order to do
so they surely ought to read music journals, for these
furnish them with the latest musical news, and they
lurnish them also with solid instruction.”

Memorize the music played by each hand separately
Play the first phrase through several times very carefully
and very slowly. Then close the eyes and imagine th
music before you and go through the same thing onc
more. Should a mistake be made, play it throngh onc
more, watching the music, and especially that part wher
the error was made. Then close the eyes again and repea
it to test the memory. By this time it will be known
well enough to write it down. Take every phrase thu
until you come to a convenient stopping-point or to th
ending. Each phrase has now been learned separately
—go back to the beginning and play the whole from th
notes very carefully, watching the beginning and ending
of phrases. Then try to play the part memorized
throngh from beginning to end wi.h your eyes closed.
When each hand has been separately memorized, i
will be a very easy matter to put them together. Play
the first phrase throngh, paying strict attention to
rhythm, as the rhythm in each hand may be entirely
different. Then close the eyes and repeat it. If there i
any uncertainty about the notes, go throngh it a tew
more times, phrase by phrase, separately to the ending
Retnrn to the beginning and play it through severa
times from the music, then lay aside the notes and re¬
peat from memory. By this time the notes will he so
stamped on one’s mind that it will not be necessary to
refer to the music at all.
There is still another important point, and that is
memorizing at a dumb keyboard, or clavier. Do no
think it is necessary to hear what you are playing ,n
order to memorize, for that is not the case any more than
it is necessary to read a book aloud in order to under
stand what you are reading. The rhythm of a compos1
tion should be guide enough to enable one to learn if
The sound of the piano destroys mental concentration
on the notes to be struck.

Every teacher shonld arrange to add some work in
ear-training to his course of piano study and theory o
music, no matter how simple the work may be. Train
ing the ear is training the principal organ of the mntica
sense.

turn refreshed for the next lesson.
Another thing : never leave all your teaching for one
or two days. Scatter it through the week. A moderate
amount daily is liest for the health.
A COMMON ERROR AMONG TEACHERS.
MADAME A. PUPIN.

A teacher is hardly to blame for taking a pupil at
her own estimate. A new pupil comes and says she can
play Leybach’s “Fifth Nocturne” or Liszt’s “Second
Rhapsodic,” and does really make a creditable perform¬
ance of the same ; yet it is hardly safe for the teacher
to assume that the player knows all that leads up to
these pieces.
It should not be assumed that the new pupil knows
what a minor scale is, or why some scales have sharps
and some flats, or that she can tell the key of a piece
from the signature, or read the notes written on leger
lines. Some teachers and some text-books begin with
the assumption that the student is familiar with certain
fundamental principles, -and subsequent teachings are
often obscure for lack of this omitted knowledge.
Other teachers have the habit of saying : “ I shall be¬
gin at the beginning. I shall assume that you know
nothing whatever. If I tell you something yon already
know, it will not harm you ; but if I omit to tell you
something you ought to know, but do not, I shall have
defrauded you. I shall soon find out what you know,
so you need not fear you will be put back ; you will be
put just where you need to be put to get a thorough
training.”
A teacher examining a new pupil asked, “ What is
the meaning of this sign 'Ts ? ” and received the fol¬
lowing reply: “Well, I always thought that was a
moon and a star, bnt I never understood why they nut
it in music.”
It does not always occur to a teacher to inquire if his
pupil knows certain elementary principles, so when this
pupil goes to another teacher, who is more exact, the
former teacher get* the credit of being ignorant or
superficial, when in fact he is only careless or thoughtless.

heir work becomes mechanical and perfunctory the
case is sad indeed. No teacher is competent who can not
give examples of all effects called for by the music, and
who can not personally supply the deficiency of expres¬
sion marks or correct the wrong marks which he finds
printed. Farther than this, no teacher succeeds who
does not inspire his scholar to search for and actually
secure true expression. Yet there is such a thing as
™
P)T’”g l0Ud’ 80ft’ sIow> fast- ^accato,
egato, accent, retard, etc., and still not find the music
really saymg anything to you. Observance of the true
marks is a nne qua non, but real expression, real talking
of the music is something higher, something deeper
ich can not be put into expression marks. The ear
must recognize it, the fingers reduce it to practice and
the musical sense sit in judgment upon it. This the
noblest work of teacher and pupil!
"METHOD” TEACHERS.
J. W. CLAUS.

Every experienced music teacher has noticed and
observed the great difference in pupils about receiving
ideas, comprehending quickly the division of time and
understanding the musical terms. Some appear to learn
by intuition, while others can scarcely be made ™
understand at all ; and yet often the one with thequic^
understanding may be the slowest at execution.9 He
mil be the quickest able to go forward without the aid
of a teacher but the most backward in making his skill
ava,lab,e-that is, in letting others perceive whaS
really has accomplished in the art of piano-playing
It is this peculiarity in different scholars that* triM
h""”‘
teacher with

£;hu.;rfrcf;:;rsrjr
apologies, no matter how facile nnv he th *
P°°’
•ion and interpret,,,.,, of
»'» ««™-

treated. But to secure respect he must begin by rever¬
encing himself. Not in a spirit of arrogance and selfconceit, for that comes of intolerable narrowness, but
he should think of himself reverently, because of his
vital and constant connection with so great, and noble,
and important a subject as music. Then the next thing
he should do is not to show a captious spirit by takiDg
offense ; by a disposition to look out for slights. On the
contrary, he should bear himself as one who takes it for
granted that any man of culture and character must
know his value.
Avoid the two extremes—petty irritability and swollen
arrogance.
WORDS Op ADVICE.
WARD STEVENS.

Do n’t let your enthusiasm blind your common sense.
Enthusiasm backed up with common sense is one-half of
the battle won. Do n’t accept as truth or fact every¬
thing that you read ; have enough confidence in yourself
to venture an opinion, and so avoid stuffing in a lot of
rubbish and the expressions of inexperienced and ignor¬
ant people. Never study the piano with a man who is
not or who has not been at some period of his life a
first-class performer, for it is only these people of prac¬
tical experience who are capable of giving you worthy
assistance. Watch with discriminating eye the path of
experience, ’twill not be time wasted. Cultivate those
whom you know to be serious artists, not those who must
needs be advertised as such. Always judge an artist by
his work, not by his newspaper reputation. It is not
dementi’s “Gradus,”nor Tausig’s “Daily Studies,”
nor the “ Pisclina Exercises” that gives you technic,
but it’s the proper use of any one of them. If you have
a musical idea, do not be afraid to express it to your
teacher ; if he be a conscientious man, he will give you
credit for it. Individuality is always recognized by the
true artist ; ’tis only bigoted ignorance that will not
allow it. Never refuse to play for artists, or those
who appreciate serious music ; this experience of play
ing before people is invaluable to the concert per¬
former.
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e) Observe the pedal marks! When the staccato in the tnelod^Regius, the pedal must be released.

f) g) This change of time really concerns only the left
hand; the 8th notes in these two measures are not differ¬
ent from any of the preceding ones.
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a tempo.

Pret-ty

Grace

Pret-ty

Towards Grace

Grace,

Cu - pid whis-pers:

Towards Grace.

‘Bow be stead-y.”

Holds his

lit - tle

“Bow be stead-yp

Shoots his

lit - tie

- row read-y,
ar - row read-y,
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Cu - pid

whis-pers :

in

its

place,

From

its

place.

me

The

j—.
if
s tringendo

sumjrorwere sae ro-sy, dear, The

1$

1*99

sweet, The

9-

/

2. But noo the days are a’ sae dark
Syne ye ha’e gaen sae far!
Ah,well! my dearie, life’s too Ian*
Syne ye ha’e gaen awa.
Copyright

he a - th4r a' sae

by Theo. Pre*ser.

I ^jve the rain and snaw naemair,
My heart is na the same,
e kirkyard winds nae sweetness blaw,
byne ye dinna ca hame.

pedals are ever so much easier to manage.”
I have found that if real pedal drill is delayed until
maturity begins to set in, the conquering of early care¬
lessness and ragged, slovenly pedaling makes it doubly
difficult. Depend upon it, the pupil is not going to
wait the teacher's pleasure in the matter of the pedal,
and many and grievous are the sins of pedal committed
when the teacher is not by.
The pedal is, incidentally, one of the best means for
developing the faculty of listening. As no one can prodace even a short succession of musical sounds without
having learned to listen, to anticipate, any more than one
can strike a mark without aiming, doing first mentally the
actual thing to be done, so the pedal is a strong agent in
sending the thought into piano,in developing forethought,
and in giving the senses a chance to revel in after effects.'
Certainly, piano lessons should deal rather thoroughly
with wbat goeth on inside the piano, curtailing, at least
in some degree, the great amount of attention focused
upon that end of the “jacks” which is covered with
ivory.
Althongh I suppose the pedal was explained to me
when I began to use it, I have no recollection of it; all
I knew was that it was to go down at 11 Ped.” and I
had been “taking lessons” some time and using the
pedal freely before it dawned upon me that the pedal
“went up inside” the piano and did something as
well as the keys. It was years after that what it really
did was made clear to me, or that I understood and
appreciated this abused “fifth leg which hangs down
and doesn't help the piano to stand upor do anything.”
H PASTORRIi STUDY.
MARY K. HUGER.

I ate, no doubt, sent her to me as an object lesson
in patience, for she was the most perplexing pupil I ever
knew. Until her advent into my studio I had con¬
sidered lack of ambition the most perplexing of student
faults ; I did not realize that it could be possible for a
girl of fourteen, with average intelligence, to be utterly

sullenness baffled my every attempt to interest her, and,
had it not been for her perseverance, I would have given
up in despair long before Idid ; but there wassomething
so pathetic in the way she struggled on, that I had not
the heart to discourage her. She never complained
about anything. Week after week through the Ion®
cold winter she came and placed her lessons much as°a
machine that is wound with a key. Harmony and dis¬
cord were the same to her ears.
I think even the birds
dul not sing for her ; and so we plodded along for several
months until at last came my reward.
Oae day I played that beautiful little tone poem of
Mrs. Crosby Adams, “ What the Bells Say.”
Listen,” I said, “Annie, and try to hear the bells ”
She listened intently for a while, and I thought I de¬
tected a gleam of appreciation in her face. My heart
bounded ior joy ; at last I had touched the poetic vein
in her nature ; my patience was rewarded. When I had
finished playing it for the third time, I paused and
asked, Do you hear the bells, Annie ? ”
• 'Yea8be replied, slowly, as if straining her
imagination to the utmost; “ it sounds like the cow-bell
pa tied to old Bnndle, so she would n’trunaway.”

you want to be or not. Take three homoeopathic do
a week, and there you are ! Do you blame Jones?
That church choir last Sunday. What was the ma
with it? Only economy, that’s all. An unpaid org
ist, an unpaid choir, and music that nobody would w
to pay for. Cheap organist, cheap choir, cheap mu
cheap church. And some day a cheap heaven.
And the worst of it is that the above are true pictur
“ TOO LiATE.”

■

E. A. SMITH.

A bright boy came to me and said, “I can take
sons upon the piano and I want to improve my chan
My brother, who used to take lessons, now sees the m
take he made in not practicing better ; but his chan
has gone, and it is now ‘ too late ’—for he can not
over his work again.”
What a world of experience is crowded into tho
words, “too late.” When the day comes that you
people will appreciate their opportunities before it is
late, it will be a happy- day for the teacher and a ble
ing to the pupil.
MUSIC A STIWUIiAFT TO WORK-

do hNy of these hive if your town?
tv. F. GATES.

The budding young pianist of the female persuasion
DhnoJam8A°^ the damper Pedal 0f her unf<>rtunate
V* 11)616 ^ ^ beginni“g “> the end
her p.ece, producing a concatenation of sounds that

of her nie e
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t0 h6r ne*8bbors as they are delec-

teach
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the“ H mU8‘
be remembered
that her
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bolt Vi6 Tng lady that “take8” °f Miss Bam. e, as she charges only twenty-five cents per Icon
and lurmshes her dupes with music to boot ByTs
“on (?/a°aUhee’ 8b6| 8618 thfee timeS 88 much bistrucJ
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r"hiltmt one of his lessons
are*■*»
worth

WILLIAM BENBOW.

It is well-known to close observers that children w
leave the most exciting game to run after a hand orga
Music seems to give them as pleasant an exhilaration
the romping game.
A Pailadelphia contractor, who returned recent
from the Soudan, tells of the use of music as a stimula
to the laborers on a new English railroad there. Wl
each gang of fifty men are sent out two harpers and o
flute player. The negro workmen do not seem to e
perience fatigue, and unconsciously their motions co
respond to the rhythm of the music. And yet U
character of the music is described as sad and plaintiv
He says it is also well known that the stevedores an
dockmen along our river fronts work harder and fast
when permitted to 3ing, and they are therefore encoo
aged to sing.

valent to that point reached in a literary education
ere the college student “buries analytics.” There is
a great deal to do before one gets to that.
The object of a musical club should be to create a home
and a home atmosphere of music for its own corporate life.
What is a musical atmosphere?
One where people are thinking about music, loving it,
and entering into possession of its artistic treasures in
emotion and memory. It is not the business of a club to
get music into its members, but to get its members
into music-that is, into the possession and enjoyment
of music. To incite them to assimilate what has been
created and to reproduce it by interpretation is good,
but the final step is to enjoy it.
This is not to be done by struggling with complex
and artificial forms, but by beginning at the precise
point where taste and pleasure are most quick and
vivid and enjoying to the full, and then passing onward
in the direction of one’s keenest liking. Only thus can
musical memory and imagination be fed.
The question of interpretation should be decided on
the same grounds. Let each member of the club
choose the music she really enjoys most and play it, not
as she thinks it ought to be played, but as she secretly
wishes it should be played. Thereby she expresses her
own individuality and is in that respect an artist. If
twenty people in one club were to play the same piece,—
to do it artistically it should receive twenty different in¬
terpretations, and the most direct and individual would
be the best.
Granted that these matters go forward artistically,
what else are women’s music clubs for? To administer
the affairs of music with grace, propriety and certainty.
They are not for the development of incisiveness, diplom¬
acy, shrewdness, social competition and home politics.
Women should touch nothing that they do not adorn!
The club is their arena for the display of the graces of
heart, mind and character. “Art is a man’s path to
his work.” That path to one’s work it is the mission
of womanhood to make beautiful. The very starting
point of club life is its opportunity to exhibit the perfec¬

a pupil came to the writer with the statement that there
was so much grief in her home that she must refuse all
music that dwelt on the sorrowful side of the emotional
bfe; but she wished to study. Then ensued a search
for cheerful pieces, written in good taste and form. After
the first half dozen it proved almost impossible to find
them. Such as they were came almost exclusively from
France and Italy.
Surely a music that dwells exclusively in the painful
emotions cultivated by a cheerful, happy, energetic peo¬
ple is foreign to its instincts, and morbid in tendency.
We are very much worse in respect to this abnormal
pursuit of gnef than are the Continental nations them¬
selves. A glance at the operas to be given in the best
European opera houses reveals that Mozart, Meyerbeer
Rossini Flotow and Auber, Bellini and Verdi receive
impartial consideration in lists adorned with the names
of Mascagni, Humperdinck and Wagner. It is only in
rr
The American
A 18 bad f°rm
^that
eDj0y
any mU8iC
«“Pt
classic The
operas
people
have of
late
years heard for pleasure in New York, but always with
a deprecative, “Of course I know it’s light,” found a
cordial welcome on German and Austrian soil. A year

much more needful a mind refreshed by a review o
parliamentary usage must be for young clubs jus
essaying the depths and shallows of concerted action
A review of the questions below, taken at random from
Miss Fielde's new book on “Parliamentary Procedure,
will demonstrate our position :
What distinguishes a main question from all othe
questions ?
Under what circumstances may the Chair properly re
fuse to state a main question ?
What redress has the assembly if the Chair abuse hi
power, or use it in the service of a faction ?
Does the seconder get the floor?
After a main question has been introduced, how can
it be removed from before the assembly ?
Is there any difference between a unanimous vote and
a vote by general consent?
What does the Chair say in taking a vote by acclama¬
tion ?

What is a division of the house, and how may it be
accomplished?
If the Chair votes when there is a tie, on which side
does the Chair vote ?
doln rM a“ ,?erettaS’ Prima donDas “<1 soloists, even
Can a vote by ayes and nays be reconsidered ?
down to Mrs. Shaw, the whistler, were all making sucMention
nine methods of voting, and state under wbat
““
ln the verT Places which Americans look
to as their Mecca and Modena. Not a note of this breathes circumstances each would be expedient.
If there were a tie in a vote taken by ballot, would the
in American literature. Whatever fickleness there may
Chair
then have a casting vote ?
-aTsnin
or
affections, our literature is solid
as solid as pound-cake.
May a vote by ballot be reconsidered ?
Mention votes that would be a tie and votes that show
a majority of one.
The formation of artists’ bureaus in the most nromi
When a vote is a tie is the motion carried or lost?
”"t *•"’">»»'. rrcSal ctab.
Is every member required to vote? How many ques¬
lk«<l»«oa of biinginggood joloi.t,before bodiL
tions are there that are permitted to interrr pt a speaker
T
r100 f" '•
*o import to whom the floor has been given ?
If e?nh
T
centers where they congregate
How many ways are there of permanently getting rid
LsfinJh
- three °r fonr Private musical even! of the main question other than by a direct negative
mgs filled by singing, piano recitals, or even concerted
and chamber music, choose to make their T Conceited vote upon it ?
How long may the first speaker in debate continue to
speak before the question of consideration becomes in¬
admissible?

And the organ has been a noble instru¬

verted into something useful—in other words, to use a

ment since the fifteenth century, and in the seven¬

common phrase, that there was money in it—were, and

teenth and eighteenth centuries Germany, England,

still are, the ones who get the credit.

Holland, and France made many splendid organs.

inventor of the organ is lost to history, we have with us

development.

While the first

The organ had long since been introduced into the

even now the inventors to whose genius is due the latest

church, and the church was the great patron of the in¬

steps in organ manufacture as well as many whose

strument until the Puritans, with their superstitious

genius has added to the power, the sweetness, the last

ideas, condemned

organs were

touch and finish, by which the king of instiuments is

After the

adapted to popular use, and even in a measure made a

Restoration the organ emerged from its hiding-places,

member of the musical household and home.—Exchange.

it, and the

church

destroyed or removed from all England.

and once more organ building began in England, and as
the building went on, improvements were made.

all inventions, was surely and silently at work develop¬
ing plans to overcome difficulties and to enlarge the
power of the grand instrument.

The new world caught

can serve the purpose of the profession.
In the various handicrafts the corresponding situatio

would be effectively dealt with by methods which woul

be singularly ineffective if employed by the music
profession.

The various trades unions practically mo

nopolize the cream of the labor market, and the em

ployer who offended them would have to content himse
with very inferior service.

But a guild of organis

would not monopolize the best performers, because, a

The

inventive brain, the great source from whence emanate

the amateur organist has come to stay, and none of th

ordinary methods of dealing with unlicensed intruder

THE AMATEUR ORGANIST.
BY ONE.
The grievances of organists appear to be many, and

we have already pointed out, the profession is daily en

gaged in making the amateur as efficient as good teach

ing can make him.
The amateur, then, must be competed with on h

a writer in the “ Musical Standard ” recently attempted

merits, if the profession does not wish to be ejected from

the infection, and an organ found its way across the

to deal with some of them.

ocean, but superstition and blind prejudice greeted its

proving on what an unsubstantial basis many of them
rested ; but, unfortunately, he assumed that he had

the organ loft altogether.
None of the methods hitherto adopted will serve th

arrival, and the musical wanderer was not a welcome
guest among the Pilgrim Fathers.

He partially succeeded in

dealt with them all when he summed them up under

purpose.

It is no use to grumble about salaries.

Sal

aries have a habit of finding their own level, and the be

The little organ, after changing hands several times,

the two heads of insecurity of tenure and the interfer¬

man will always command the best price.

was finally incorporated into a larger and more modern

ence of incompetent persons. There is, however, another

sional man must not be so thin-skinned as he ha

instrument.

The profes

But the Americans did not long rest con¬

and a very serious one, and that is amateur competition.

hitherto been.

tent with importing organs from abroad. The inventive

The amateur does not seriously prejudice the profes¬

to make comparisons between himself and his vicar, aD

spirit was too deeply rooted in their nature, and as the

sional as far as his teaching is concerned, but he se¬
cures organistships and other prizes.

magnifies every fancied slight until it assumes the pro
portions of a substantial grievance. Herein the amateu

The professional man has to live, and can not pick

has a distinct score, his conception of the relations be

prejudices against the organ began to die out, the organ
builders began to be on the alert.

Self-taught at first,

they showed surprising ingenuity.

The inside of a few

English organs had been studied for a while when Amer¬
ican organs of surprising tone began to appear, as the
resalt of patience, ingenuity, and observation.
The American organ encountered the hardships and
struggles for recognition similar to the pioneers of the
country.

It endured persecutions, it was forced to stem

the tide of adversity, and even the hardships of war,
for the pipes of the first organs daring the Revolution¬
ary War were converted into bullets.

It seems to be a

persecuted instrument, and like all other objects of per¬
secution, it appeared all the more to thrive. The United
States was very soon able to hold its own, and to be in¬
dependent of foreign organs.

Organ builders sprang

up, and their factories in time supplied employment to

He is very fond of using the newspaper

and choose, but has to accept such a post as he can get_

tween himself and his vicar being a very much mor

and therefore is quite prepared to play the organ either

accurate one.
Lastly, there is something more than good plsym

in a Non conformist chapel or an Anglican church.
But when an amateur is selected, it will nearly always
be found that he is in full sympathy with the religious
views of the congregation concerned.
Almost invariably the post of organist is associated

and efficient choir-training required to make a g
church organist, and it is something which both amateu
and

professional

need

to study.—“ London Musi

Standard.”

with that of choirmaster, and from the latter point of
view probably the profeesional man shows to more ad¬
vantage than the amateur.

MIXTURES.

Choir-training is only a

particular department of teaching, and it is teaching
which defines the professional.

Moreover, a successful

Mr. Horatio W. Parker, Professor of Music a
Yale University, delivered a lecture on “ Church

teacher has to be specially trained, and, if the choir be

at the Peabody Institute, in Baltimore,

a voluntary one, he needs to be specially giittd as well.

Some of his remaiks were particularly forceful, an

Now, it must be admitted that the professional man

may interest

our readers.

some time

He considers cosgi‘S

death, and it called Oscar Baif in the very prime of his
manhood, at fifty-two years of age.
The great teacher’s life was one of great industry,
beauty, and worth. A Hollander by birth, he came to
Germany in his youth to study with Tausig. The early
death of the latter compelled him to seek other instruc¬
tion, but not before the fire of Tausig’s genius had
burned into his soul. Von Biilow was then in Berlin.
He heard the young man, small of stature, timid, but
with a strongly artistic temperament, and he demanded
of young Raif that he devote himself to music alone.
Professor Raif relinquished concert playing some time
ago, as the increasing demands of his position as a teacher
in the Hochschnle and his private teaching made it im¬
possible for him to pose as a concert artist. Two years
ago Professors Barth and Raif had upon their list eighty
pupils, and I am told that sixty of them were Americans.
Raif’8 method was not easily understood, nor much
approved of in Germany. He was, like many gTeat men,
unique.
He has been regarded an interpreter. He made a thor¬
ough study of tone and touch. His clever machines and
other devices for illustrating his work were the admiration
of his pupils. He did not believe in too much dry tech¬
nical work. He thought that one could acquire a tech¬
nic far more readily through scale practice than through
<*tudes. He was very reticent about explaining his
views to the public, for with true artistic reserve, he felt
that the public did not thoroughly understand him. At
the time of his death he had nearly completed a woik
which had been accepted by a well-known publishing
house, and was to have been published this fall. The
illustrations for the entire book he had made himself.
After the service the family and friends went to the
grave in the beautiful old chnrch-yard, aDd there all that
was mortal of Oscar Raif was consigned to the earth.
The pastor took several handfuls of earth and dropped
it upon the bier. He was followed by Frau Raif, the
nearest family friend, and her sons. Without a tear in
her eye, bnt with an expression of utter desolation, the
widow took the outstretched hand of Professor Joachim
and other eminent musicians, close friends and distin-

work of a composer with whom he has much in com¬
mon than he will be in the interpretation of the work
of a musician whose whole mode of thinking and style of
expression differ from his own. This explains why it is
that so few pianists can play perfectly the compositions
of more than one or two great composers. D’Albert is
our Beethoven player, and Paderewski plays Chopin
almost perfectly ; but where is the pianist who can play
the works of both these composers as they ought to be
played ? When a pianist who plays Chopin perfectly at¬
tempts one of Beethoven’s sonatas, the resplt is very
often deplorable.
The robustness of Beethoven is
emasculated ; the beauty of thought is turned into
mere prettiness, and the general result is as far from
what it should be as the interpretation of Chopin by a
Beethoven player very often is. A pianist of wide sym¬
pathies is indeed a rara avis. Only once in a generation
does one appear who is able to achieve the highest sum¬
mit of musical interpretation.
Chopin demands so much from his would-be inter¬
preter that very few of us can hope to play his music as
he himself played it. But some of his shorter pieces are
by reason of the comparative simplicity of their technic’
in the repertoire of nearly every pianist, and many ad¬
vaneed
,
vanced student..
students — ” .
or forty of the great Pole's ^
r°U^ ,i^elUor^ thirty

the rhythm of the polonaise and mazurka. Try to enter
into the spirit of these dances and take care not to exag¬
gerate Chopin’s poetry. Beware of the tempo rubato!
See that you are not tempted to indulge in it at all
times. Study Chopin carefully—i. e., concentrate all
your thought on one piece until you have mastered it
thoroughly, until you understand what it means, and
what it has to say to you. You will do well to leave the
more advanced pieces alone until your technic is equal to
them. You will accomplish a by no means easy task if
you manage to play a dozen or so of his easier pieces
perfectly.

MIGRATORY PUPILS.

It is astonishing how many pupils are drifting over
the country taking a half-dozen lessons of about every
teacher whom they meet, but studying no longer with
any one. They can not play one-halt of the first book of
Rink, and yet they “ have studied four years,” during
which time they have studied with about all the promi¬
nent teachers as well as with many inferior instructors,
One of these migratory pupils sailed into the church
where the writer was giving lessons some time ago, and
wanted “to take organ lessons.” She was “a teacher
“10
mere satisfactory
, . T.
--- of organ and piano ” in a Southern seminary. She had
Very few indeed Chonin’s W *
v* aveIearne<1? studied with two of the best teachers in New York, and
very lew, indeed. Chopin’s personality was such an three in
Boston. She could not play “ Old Hundred
extraordinary one, his thoughts so far above the thoughts
without stopping, and yet she was earnest, enthusiastic,
and feelings of the ordinary man, that a large amount
and willing to work. Happily the writer was spared
of sympathy is required of him who would interpret his
the embarrassment of advising her to study zoiilogy in¬
works rightly. Technically, they are not particularly
stead of the organ, as after the fourth lessou she flitted
difficult; a large number of them are even quite sim¬
back to Kentucky, to “ teach organ and piano ” in tl>e
ple ; but their extraordinary originality, their wonder¬
seminary.
ful weirdness and daringness, do more to hinder the
student in his interpretation of them than any mere
This is an age of progress. Inventions and discov¬
technical difficulty could. It is not that they are partic¬
eries in science, and improved methods and labor-saving
ularly remarkable for depth of thought or obscurity of
devices in business, succeed each other in almost bewil¬
expression ; what lifts them so much out of the common
dering rapidity. Art must not stand still; and those
is their fantastic delicacy and weirdness.
who follow the art must be in van of progress if they
No hard and fast rules can be laid down for the right
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do not want the public to outgrow them.

of ‘breathing’ tone. I found several possible causes
and remedies therein enumerated, among them the fol¬
lowing :
“A. Weakness of the muscles which adjust the vocal
chords for singing. Remedy : A series of short tones at
medium pitches, moderate power, with breath-taking
after each tone. Theory: On inhaling ‘chord-opening ’
muscles are exercised ; on sounding a note ‘chord clos¬
ing ’ muscles work ; short periods of work and rest would
strengthen these muscles, and hence a more perfect ap¬
proximation of the chords and economical use of breath
on production of tone would be attained. Alternative
treatment for A : Exercise in taking breath and then
pressing the upper chest firmly outward, while the lower
abdomen is slowly pressed inward and upward, and the
vowel a, as in day, is uttered in a sharp whisper. The¬
ory : That this mode of breath management automat¬
ically tenses the vocal chords and prevents waste of
breath.
“ B. Abnormal condition of chords, preventing proper
chordal approximation, arising from incorrect attempts
to secure intensity or volume of tone. Remedy : (a)
Exercise in keeping upper chest firmly fixed at a high
elevation on sounding and sustaining tone , (b) the use
of thesyllable ‘mawm,’ with a preliminary humming of
the ‘ M ’ on various pitches ; the vewel to be thought
upon the lips where and while the ‘ M ’ is sounding, and
to be felt there when the jaw falls on leaving the conso¬
nant for the vowel, which is merged into ‘ M ’; this final
‘ M ’ to be felt vibrating upon the lips as at first. The
complete syllable, as executed, may be represented thus :
*m—aw—m.’ Theory: That this mode of breathmanagement and tone-placing will restore the chords to
a normal condition, insure a proper degree of chordal
tension and make impossible injury to the chords by un¬
due severity of ‘shock ’ or ‘stroke.’
“ C. Interference with chord approximation, and
tension. Remedy : Exercise for taking a breath, closing
the throat as in preparing to lift a heavy weight, squeez¬
ing the breath while held, and then ‘exploding’ the
tone. Theory: That this mode of breath management
brings the false vocal chords or ‘ breath-bands ’ into ac¬

pressure under control, and freedom at the neck, he is
prepared to ‘Do ah, stop and repeat,’ which is one ex¬
pert’s statement of ‘ attack. ’ A tone rightly begun may
be correctly sustained so long as the conditions noted
are retained.
“ All this, however, is dependent upon whether the
pupil’s body is in sound condition. And here is where
I come to Miss K.’s problem. I find her to be very
musical, and in possession of a beautiful mezzo-contralto
voice. The voice is, as you stated, exceedingly breathy,
and, of course, lacking in resonance. She has over¬
worked mind and body for three years as a conscientious,
ambitious teacher of a primary grade public school in
one of the worst districts of your city. She has been in
bondage to fear that she could not control her school, and
would lose her position, and her place in her quartet
also. She has sung for a year on her ‘ nerve, ’ endeavor¬
ing against heavy odds to make tone enough to balance
three big voices in her quartet. Physicians well know
the directly unfavorable influence of diseases of the
nervous system upon the voice. Hers is a case for a phy¬
sician and a ‘rest cure,’ not for a vocal-trainer, and I
have so advised her. I trust she will be able to cease
work for a considerable time, and regain nervous vital¬
ity. Her voice and personality are such as to insure a
considerable success, were she a well woman.
“With regards, I am, sincerely yours,

hardeneth his neck, shall suddenly come to grief, a
that without remedy.
Much good is in the tillage of the voice ; bnt ther
that is destroyed for want of judgment.
He that shouteth his high notes singeth to the sa
fying of his soul; but he that is wise chasteneth him
betimes, and is more honored of his neighbors.
There is a way which seemeth right unto a man,
the end thereof is the abomination of vocalization.
The unskilful singer is hated even of his own neig
bors ; but the skilful hath many friends.
In all labor there is profit; but the singing of
unskilful tendeth only to penury, and causetb him t
heareth it to blaspheme.
It is better to dwell in a corner of the house-top th
with one that esteemeth himself a tenor in a w
house.
My son, wisdom is before him that practiseth not
voice before he hath broke his fast; but he that open
his month in a fog is a fool.
He that is wise practiseth diligently and wait
many years ; an inheritance may be gotten hastily
the beginning ; but the end thereof shall not be bless
The glory of the young singer is his success; a
the glory of him that is old is the farewell that ne
ceaseth.—E. A. in “Music ” {London).

Dieectob Voice Hospital.”

increase of volume of tone is a frequent cause ,
breathiness,” and also of a shortening of the com pa:
of the voice. Its characteristic muscular condition is
stiffening and pressing backward and downward of tl
tongue. In such a case, exercises for the relaxing of tt
tongue are of no value unless the pupil also obtains coi
trol of breath pressure at the chest. Without that coi
trol the smger is compelled to attempt to control breat
at the throat. With correct control he may be free froi
rigidity of the tongue and surrounding parts-he is n.
compelled to he rigid. With rigidity of the instrumei
an increase of volume of true tone is impossible.

“ I AM what I am because I was industrious ; wk°e
is equally sedulous will be equally successful, *
Bach. It is a good thought for the young music stu
to incorporate into his life and labors.
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chest tones as high as F, first space. She should mn
her change on D, or many times below—on D A®* 01
Her middle voice should be carried down to these no^
even though they are very weak at first. To carry
chest voice as high as F is to encourage a most dang®
tendency. Most contraltos sing their middle notes
to B and C, rather than changing.

brated “ Spring Song.” The composition is delightfully
pianistic, laying naturally under the hand. Play it
until ease and grace are attained.
“ Hungarian Dance,” by B. Wolff, Op. 166, No. 4,

for four bands.
creation.

The duets are inserted primarily for re¬

Be snre to bring out the peculiar Hungarian

rhythm prominently.
“ Remembrance,” by Ilarmel Pratt.

filled with grace and originality.

This piece is

Its interpretation

must partake of the nocturne or song without words.
There is in the piece every opportunity to display the
finest shading in the employment of the rnbato, with
here and there a showing of passion.
piece will repay every student.

The study of the

“ Bells ok the Old Minster,” by B. Rowdemath.

This is a little fantasie on the popular vesper hymn by
Bortnianski, with cathedral chimes.

For an effectual

description of Sunday vespers this little piece will rank
well. It is, first of all, pleasing, and, second, not hard to
execute. We predict a wide popularity for it. There is
a chance to display imitative qualities. After playing
the composition every chime heard on Sunday will have
added interest.
"A Silent Prayer.” Th. Kullak. Though only one

page, this piece contains much thought.

Without the

title to guide, the spirit of prayer is ever present in the
music.

The master hand is shown in every chord com¬

bination.

No composer has given us more good simple

music than Th. Kullak.
“Teasing,” by N. von Wilm, Op. 12, No. 5.

This

piece is not so easy as it might seem ; it must be played
in scherzo-like tempo. The attack at every fourth measure
must be clear cut.

Do not muddle the left hand ; it has

as mneb to do as the right. Study the piece until every¬
thing is clearly brought out with a light, crisp touch.
The piece is a laughing, humorous sketch.
“The Little Busy Bee,” by H. Nurnberg, Op. 208,

No. 1.

Mrs. May Talley, who has been in Los Angeles for some time,
has returned to her home in Richmond, Va., and will resume pro¬
fessional work.

The piece, if played with fire and dash, will

please any one, be he a lover of a Bach fugue or a coon
dance.

A fink new building has been added to the Sultiua College for
Young Ladies, Bristol, Va.-Tenn., of which F. J. Zeisberg is
musical director. The outlook for a prosperous season is a bright
one.

This simple piece reminds one of Mozart in the

second part.

There is nothing commonplace in it.

It

I find the “On Sale” music a very great convenie
in my teaching, and think truly music teachers
greatly indebted to you for the favor it affords them.
Frances A. H. Rice

I am using Mason’s “Two-Finger Exercises,” a
find them of the greatest benefit to all my pnpils.

Among the new features introduced at Lambert’s New York Col¬
lege of Music will be a free class in solfeggio for children.
The Orpheus Musical Club, of Columbus, Ga., will take up the
study of American composers and their works at their meetings on
alternate Saturdays, beginning November 4th.
The school, which for more than forty years has been known as
Mount Carroll Seminary, has, by the wish of its founder, Mrs. F.
A. W. Shimer, become an afliliated school of the University of
Chicago.
Prof. James E. Spkcht has recently been elected as choirmaster
and organist at St. John’s Luthetan Church, Hamburg, Pa. During
the coming winter he will give a number of recitals and musicales,
introducing some new features.

University of Denver, 8. H. Blakeslee, Dean, has entered on
its second year. To meet the growing needs of the school two more
teachers have been engaged, beginning wlib the op.ntng of the fall
term. The first commencement concert was held on June 2oth.
The

A piano and song recital was given by Mr. Franklin Sonnakaib
pianist, of New York City, and Mr. Leland H. LaDgley, baritoneof
St. Bartholomew's Episcopal Church, New York City, at the cottage
of Mrs. Morris Lee King, Santa Crux Park, on August 19th at 4
o’clock.
The Toronto College of Music, F. H. Torrington, Musical Direc¬
tor, has entered upon its twelfih year. The faculty consists of
the most prominent and experienced executive and theoretical
musicians from both Europe and America. At the closing concert
on June 26th, most of the numbers were given by pupils of Mr'
Torrington.

.
’---pusuiOu
musical director of the Presbyterian College, Greensboro, Pa.
Dr. Henry G. Hanchktt has just concluded the session of h
summer school in connection with the Chautauqua Assembly
Monteagle, Tenn., of which he is musical director. Over fifi
pupils were enrolled, and thirteen recitals were given besides tl
daily band concerts. Dr. H.ncbett expects to make an extendi

Southern and Western concert tour in January and February fi
which he has already a number of engagements.
After a careful investigation of the actual results obtained tl
New England Conservatory of Music has arranged to establish
department of foundation technical training for the pianofort
embracing the theories of Mr. A. K. Virgil, inventor of the prsctl,
avier. The prospectus of the Conservatory for 1899-1900 is no
ready.

Alice Carskadobb

I have used Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” for s
eral vears, and find there is nothing comparable with
I find it so valuable that I translated the first volnme i
Portuguese.
Mrs. F. K. Brown

Am pleased with Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” a
shall use it for my scholars.
Mrs. C. W. Feabdcrff

The selection of “On Sale ” music sent me was exc
lent.
Mrs. C. E. Marshall

The book of “Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces” I
delighted to obtain, for I have desired snch a book
my work.
Clara Wallace Hinsdale

I have never, at any time, had greater courtesy a
attention shown to my orders than when dealing w
you.
Miss E. M. Sowes

Am very much pleased with the hooks and music, a
find “Touch and Technic” particularly interesting.

Mrs. C. E. Wynne

I find Dr. Hugo Riemann’s “Dictionary of Mus
exactly as recommended, and it proves itself of mn
valuable information to the music teacberor music s
dent.
E. E. Alspach

I am glad to tell you that I am both surprised a
Riemann’s “Dictionary.” It is* o®1
Eleanors G. Mkikle

pleased with
some book.

I received my copy of Dr. Riemann’s “ Dictionary
Music,” and have examined it carefully. It is a
every teacher and student should possess, being exce
in every respect.
Miss A. Gillespie

“ Ear Training,” by Heacox, has come, and is v
satisfactory, indeed. I can give it my heartiest reco
mendation.
E. A. Faust

We are never afraid to recommend your “ Special
fers, ” for they have al wavs surpassed our expec a
“ Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces ” and “ Concert Dnet
are very fine, and we wish especially to
your new work, “ Studies and Stndy Pieces.
.
Schmoll, Book I. We are eagerly awaiting Books
and III.
Benedictine Sistkbs

